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• Fatemeh Jamshidi is a Ph.D. student
under Dr. Richard Chapman and Dr.
Marghitu in Computer Science and
Software Engineering at Auburn
University. Her research is focused on
machine learning techniques in music.

• She has been a part of Military REACH
team since 2019 focusing on making
user interaction easy and efficient to
use and providing the best user-
experience across all the devices.
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• The purpose of Military REACH
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• Introduction to the Cascade CMS
• What We Do and How We Do It?
• Evaluation Methods



• YouTube Link of the presentation: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k61__2DL
U3c

Presentation Video Link: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k61__2DLU3c


Military REACH: Purpose

Across disciplines, it takes 17 years, on average, for 
professionals to have access to “current” research 
implications (Munro, 2016).
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Military REACH: Purpose

● University-wide collaboration between 
○ Auburn University Libraries
○ Department of Computer Science
○ Department of Human Development and Family Sciences

have supported the University’s research enterprise in a new way: by 
serving as a high-level Information Technology (IT) and data-management 
consultants to faculty researchers who are pursuing external funding.



Military REACH: Purpose

1. Provide timely, high-quality research reports at 
the request of DoD.

2. Re-engineer, grow, and promote an online 
library of current research and its implications 
related to the well-being of military families.

3. Design and market professional development 
opportunities, tools, and resources for youth 
development professionals.



Military REACH: Architecture



Military REACH: A

1. Web-based app (Front-end layer): 
○ Hypertext Markup Language (HTML)
○ Cascading Style Sheets (CSS)
○ JavaScript in Java Server Pages (JSP)
○ Cascade Content Management System (CMS)

Military REACH: Architecture



Military REACH: A

2.  Application Programming Interface (API) Wrapper (Back-end layer): 
○ Java Servlets
○ Java Server Pages (JSP)

Military REACH: Architecture



Military REACH: A

3.  DSpace: 
○ A database to store Military REACH related 

research articles  
○ Search, Manage and preserve digital content
○ Allows for a group based access to control the 

setting for level based permission to individual 
files

Military REACH: Architecture



Cascade Content Management System (CMS) is used in 
the Web application to update and manage site content.

1. Content creation
2. Content storage
3. Workflow management
4. Publishing

Use of Cascade CMS on Military REACH
(www.militaryreach.org/)

Introduction to the Cascade CMS

http://www.militaryreach.org/


What We Do and How We Do IT

Research Summaries

Translating Research Into Practice 
(TRIP) Reports

Research Reports



TRiP Reports



Identify

During this step, we…

• Identify current research on 
military families.

• Determine how the information 
provided can help our target 
audiences



Evaluate

During this step, we evaluate the 
research based on three components: 

1. Credible – Sound science

2. Contributory – Impact of the 
research 

3. Communicative – Well-written



Translate

During this step, we translate research 
into useful, practical, and high-quality 
resources by: 

• summarizing the key findings 

• synthesizing the research into 
implications for military families, 
helping professionals, and those who 
work on behalf of military families.



Archive

During this step, we archive research 
and resources in the REACH online 
library.

• It is publically accessible and free.

• Users can find detailed-information on 
each study, a link to the original source, 
and, when available, a TRIP report. 





Distribute

During this stage, we …

• Distribute research and resources to 
military families, helping professionals, and 
policy makers.

• Send reports directly to the DoD for 
distribution to those who can use the 
information to inform policy and practice. 

• Disseminate the key findings through 
multiple social media platforms, linking 
viewers to resources and reports (e.g., TRIP 
reports). 



Distribute

You can receive our monthly newsletters which provide 
comprehensive updates about our recent products and new 

research.
https://www.militaryreach.auburn.edu/#/reach_updates

https://www.militaryreach.auburn.edu/


Research Reports



● Google Analytics
○ Does not include personal identifiable 

information
○ Tracking code collects data such as length of the 

session, average time on each page, location, 
etc.

Evaluation Methods



Google Analytics Data



Google Analytics Data



● Google Analytics results helped the Military REACH team 
analyze the website’s usage to serve military families better. 
Compared to the first two years, website usage almost tripled 
last year.

● According to the Google Analytics results, 31% of users have 
access to the website through their phone. 

● In the future, Military REACH plans to conduct a pilot
testing of a newly developed mobile app that will be used
for the dissemination of REACH reports, mainly Translating
Research Into Practice (TRIP) reports.

Conclusion


